SIRBATT Workshop
‘Understanding Lithium Battery Interfaces’
Hotel Barcelo Bilbao Nervion, Bilbao, Spain
Tuesday 29th September 2015

MEETING VENUE AND ACCOMMODATION

The Workshop will take place at Hotel Barcelo Bilbao Nervion and accommodation can be booked via the registration page

Paseo del Campo de Volantin 11
48007 Bilbao
Spain

Tel: +34 94 445 4700
Fax: +34 94 4466430
Email: bilbaonervion@barcelo.com

Web site

Travel

By plane

Bilbao Airport, actually located in Loiu is 15 km away from Bilbao city centre.
There is a bus service (Line 3247) from the airport to the city centre (Termibus station) stopping at Alameda Rekalde and Gran Via. From the airport, there is a bus every 30 minutes, from 06:15 to 23:15, plus a final service at 00:00 (midnight).
Cost: 1.45 € (single).
Taxis are available as you exit the airport in the arrivals hall. Approximate fare to Bilbao on a working day from 7:00 to 22:0 is 21-26 €. Fares are slightly increased between 22:00 and 7:00 and also on weekends.
Further information: http://www.ena.es/see/Satellite/Aeropuerto-Bilbao/en/Page/1237554881069//Taxi.html

Santander Airport is 105 km away from Bilbao city centre. This airport mainly operates Ryanair flights.
There is a direct bus service to Bilbao bus station (Termibus) operated by the company ALSA. Three services departing at 14:55, 19:30 and 20:45 will leave you in Bilbao in 1 hour and 30 minutes, timetable might change during summer. Cost: 16 € (return).
Further information: http://www.alsa.es/en/

By train

Bilbao has a train station (Bilbao Abando) right in the city centre. Direct trains are available between both Madrid (5 hour journey, 4 daily services) and Barcelona (6 hour and 30 minutes journey, 2 daily services). Madrid is more convenient as the bus service, run by the company ALSA, has a journey time of 4 hours and 30 minutes with more than 15 services every day.

In case of emergency contact
Dr Laurence Hardwick: Mobile +44 7973 247 748
Dr Miguel Ángel Muñoz Márquez: Mobile +34 666 63 89 89

We look forward to welcoming you to Bilbao